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Our Identity

Our Identity

Our Vision
A just and peaceful society where women’s rights are realized and enjoyed in all spheres.
Our Mission
To advance gender equality through the promotion of women’s human rights.

Our Vision

Our Values
A just and peaceful
•  Equity, Gender Equality, Non-discrimination
society
where
•  Integrity
women’s
rights
are
•  Independence
realized and
• enjoyed
 Professionalism
in all spheres.

Our Values

Equity, Gender Equality, Non-discrimination
Integrity
Independence
Professionalism
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Our Mission

To advance gender
equality through
the promotion of
women’s human
rights.

2015-2020 Strategic Plan
FIDA implemented the second year of her 2015-2020 Strategic Plan in 2016. Shaped by our identity, our current
strategy is addressing emerging issues impacting women’s human rights and gender equality through strategic
objectives in the three thematic areas namely: Advancing Women’s Access to justice, Gender governance and
accountability; and Promoting Social economic rights and justice for women. FIDA is addressing relevant issues
using the feminist analysis approach and at multiple levels including family,FIDA
community,
marketthestate
levelsyear
andof its
implemented
second
regional levels.
2015-2020 Strategic Plan in 2016.

2015-2020
Strategic Plan

Shaped by our identity, our current
strategy is addressing emerging issues
impacting women’s human rights and
gender equality through strategic
objectives in the three thematic areas
namely: Advancing Women’s Access to
justice,
Gender
governance
and
accountability; and Promoting Social
economic rights and justice for women.
FIDA is addressing relevant issues using the
feminist analysis approach and at multiple
levels including family, community, market
state levels and regional levels.
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Our Development Partners
Our Development Partners

DGF, FOKUS,MacArthur,USAID, TDH UNFPA UN WOMEN

Anonymous
Donor
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Glossary of Acronyms
ANPPCAN
AU
CAO
CBO
CCEDDU
CFPU
CLVs
COU
CSO
CSW
DCC
DENIVA  
DGF
DVA
EAC
EALA
EAPPCO  
EASSI
EOC
ESO
EVAC
EVAW
FGM
FIDA
FOKUS
GBV
HIV/AIDS
HURINET –U
ICC
IEC
ILO
IMS
IOM
IRACT
JLOS
JSC
KCCA
LASPNET
LASPs
LC

-  African Network for the Prevention and Protection Against Child Abuse
-  African Union
-  Chief Administrative Officer
-  Community Based Organization
-  Citizens’ Coalition for Electoral Democracy in Uganda
-  Child and Family Protection Unit
-  Community Local Volunteers
-  Church of Uganda
-  Civil Society Organization
-  Commission on the  Status of Women
-  District Coordination Committee
-  Development Network of Indigenous Voluntary Associations
-  Democratic Governance Facility
-  Domestic Violence Act
-  East African Community
-  East African Legislative Assembly
-  East African police Chiefs Cooperation Organization.
-  East African Sub-Regional Support Initiatives for the Advancement of Women
-  Equal Opportunities Commission
-  External Security Organization
-  End Violence Against Children
-  End Violence Against Women
-  Female Genital Mutilation
-  The Uganda Association of Women Lawyers
-  Forum for Women and Development
-  Gender Based Violence
-  Human Immune deficiency Virus/Acquired Immunodeficiency Virus
-  Human Rights Network – Uganda
-  International Criminal Court
-  Information, Education and Communication
-  International Labour Organization
-  Information Management System
-  International Organization For Migration
-  Integrated Response Against Child Trafficking
-  Justice, Law and Order Sector
-  Judicial Service Commission
-  Kampala Capital City Authority
-  Legal Aid Service Providers Network
-  Legal Aid Service Providers
-  Local Council
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LDC
LEAP
LVRP
MEL
MOA
MOFA
MGLSD  
MOH
MOLG
MP
NAWOU  
NGO
OSIEA
PALERMO
PCA
POMA
PTIP
PTIP
PWDs
RENU
SAFE
SAME
SGBV
SIL
SIP
SRHR
TDH
TIPA
TJ
UCRNN  
UHRC
ULRC
ULS
UNNGOF
UNSDGs  
USAID
UWONET
UWOPA  
UYDEL
VAWG
WDG

-  Law Development Center
-  Legal Aid Project
-  Lake Victoria Rights Program
-  Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
-  Ministry of Agriculture
-  Ministry of Foreign Affairs
-  Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development
-  Ministry of Health
-  Ministry of Local Government
-  Member of Parliament
-  National Association of Women’s Organization.
-  Non-governmental Organization
- Open Society Initiative for Eastern Africa.
-  Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons.
-  The Property Care Association
-  Public Order Management Act
-  Pre-Trial Intervention Programs
-  Prevention of Trafficking in Persons
-  Persons With Disabilities
-  Rights and Empowerment in Northern Uganda
-  Supporting Access to Justice, Fostering Equity and Peace
-  Self Actualization Model of Empowerment
-  Sexual and Gender Based Violence
-  Strategic Interest Litigation
-  Strategic Investment Plan
-  Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights
-  Terre des Hommes Netherlands
-  Trafficking In Persons Act
-  Transitional Justice
-  Uganda Child Rights NGO Network
-  Uganda Human Rights Commission
-  Uganda Law Reform Commission
-  Uganda Law Society
-  Uganda National NGO Forum
-  United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
-  United States Agency for International Development
-  Uganda Women’s Network
-  Uganda Women Parliamentarians Association
-  Uganda Youth Development Link
-  Violence Against Women and Girls
-  Women’s Democracy Group

WTO

-  World Trade Organization
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Foreword by the Chair of the Board

I

t is with great privilege that I present FIDA Uganda 2016 report detailing our work protecting and
promoting the rights of women and children. The report details our interventions, achievements, challenges
and lessons learned throughout the period. Through a multi-pronged approach applied at international,
regional, national, and local levels, FIDA continued to harness existing and new partnerships to improve
the access to justice framework in Uganda, promoted and advocated for Gender Justice, provided multi
sectoral services to clients, and challenged systems and structures that are discriminatory against women.
Additionally, FIDA Uganda informed and continues to advocate for policy reform, re-defined cultural norms
and values that protect the rights of women and girls especially in the Karamoja region.
Our interventions in 2016 consolidated prior gains in opening up regional and international spaces and
presented networking opportunities for knowledge sharing , collaboration with the various stakeholders
such as JLOS actors and key ministry officials and Regional bodies.

FIDA Uganda learned key lessons in 2016, lessons that we continue to draw on as we plan mitigation strategies to respond to continuing
challenges experienced such as limited funding sources to support institutional development and administrative costs; the shrinking donor
resource envelope coupled with an increased demand on output, a marked increase in service providers all competing for the same Donor
and the same clientele and the political context in Uganda which continues to undermine fundamental principles of the Rule of Law. We
participated in a largely flawed electoral process that left a number of people disenfranchised and disillusioned.
As we enter the third year of our strategic plan 2015-2020, we are keen to strengthen and implement a strengthened resource mobilization
strategy. We look forward to develop and implement a fundraising strategy for FIDA House and secure at least 50% of its building costs.
Another key area of our focus will be strengthening donor management and strategic donor engagement and scoping.
I would like to thank the various stakeholders, the Duty bearers both at District National and Regional level, Board of Directors, Members,
FIDA Uganda Management and staff for their continued support in what remains a high potential but often challenging environment.
As FIDA Uganda Electoral Commission prepares to conduct BoD Elections this year, we would especially like to thank our colleagues who
are diligently serving their terms. Our gratitude also goes to our Development Partners for the trust that they have put in FIDA Uganda as
an institution that has enabled it to continuously deliver on its strategic objectives.

Damalie Nagitta Musoke
Board Chair, Uganda Association of Women Lawyers
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Gulu USAID SAFE-protecting women's
land rights; strengthening
grassroots access to justice
structures

Our Reach And
Focus in 2016:

Kitgum, Lamwo & Pader USAID RENU-protecting women's land
rights; strengthening grassroots
access to justice structures to address
women's land rights issues
Kaabong

Arua- DGF- Access to justice for women
and girls (legal representation and
empowerment; strengthening of justice
institutions to respond to GBV and justice
needs of women and children )
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Key:

Kapchorwa DGF & AAIU- Promoting access
to justice for women& children
and ending violence against
children respectively.
Wakiso
TDH- Intergrated Response
to child trafficking

Kalangala

La
ke

Luweero FOKUS- promoting the social
economic rights of women

Sembabule
Ibanda

Ed
wa
rd

Lake George

Moroto- UN Women & TDHAccess to justice i.e. Legal aid
and strengthening of justice
institutions & Intergrated
Response to child trafficking
respectively

Kampala
UN Women, Anonymous Donor
Ending violence against women and girls, promote
access to justice for women and girls

Mbale, Kabale, Kamuli DGF- Access to justice for women and
girls (legal representation and
empowerment; strengthening of justice
institutions to respond to GBV and justice
needs of women and children )

FIDA offices and programs. Arua, Gulu, Iganga, Kabale, Kamuli,
Kapchorwa, Kitgum, Lamwo, Luweero, Mbale, Moroto and Pader.

districts other clients came from
Central – Luweero, Mpigi, Mukono, Nakasongola, Wakiso

Project districts: Arua, Gulu, Iganga, Kabale, Kamuli, Kapchorwa,
Kitgum, Lamwo, Luweero, Mbale, Moroto and Pader.

Eastern – Budaka, Bududa, Bukedea, Bulambuli, Busembatya, Buyende, Iganga, Jinja, Kibuku, Kumi, Kween, Nakapiripirit, Pallisa, Sironko,
Tororo
Northern– Adjumani, Agago, Koboko, Lira, Maracha, Moyo, Nebbi, Yumbe
Western – Bushenyi, Isingiro, Kanungu, Kisoro, Mbarara, Ntungamo
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Development Partner

1
2
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COVERAGE USAID USAID EVAC UN
DGF FOKUS HIVOS UNFPA FORD
ANONYMOUS MC
TERRES
FOUNDATION DONOR
SAFE RENU
WOMEN
ARTHUR DES
HOMMES
Amudat
Amuria
Amuru
Arua
Dokolo
Gulu
Kabale
Kaboong
Kampala
Kamuli
Kapchorwa
Katakwi
Kitgum
Kotido
Lamwo
Lira
Luweero
Lwengo
Mbale
Moroto
Nakapiripirit
Napak
Pader
Sironko
Institutional
Uganda,
Kenya,
Tanzania,
Ethopia
No. of District 1
3
3
1
7
1
1
14
4
3
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Introduction by the Chief Executive Officer
I have the honour to present to you the 2016 Annual Report.Several legal and policy reforms
against gender violence and discrimination such as the Domestic Violence Act, 2010, the
Prevention of Trafficking in Persons Bill and a key Gender Bill both passed by EALA at regional
level, The Children’s amendment Act, the recent amendments to the institution of special Court
sessions for SGBV clients have been initiated and some gains realized. However seeing the results
of these interventions takes time and the inequality gap has continued to widen. Women continue
to be marginalised and have been excluded from obtaining basic social amenities through the
systemic failures at National level and Global structural issues such as Illicit Financial Flows that
continue to drain and divert its resources from the intended beneficiaries, the poor and vulnerable
women.
Lifetime physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence stands at 51%1 the millennium development goals report for Uganda. (GoU
2015) indicates slow progress on gender equality, one of the key tenets required for human development. Gender inequality persists with
women continuing to disproportionately suffer violence and face discrimination, particularly in access to economic opportunities and
ownership of assets. Uganda faces significant challenges in its judicial system with case backlog reported at over 110,000 cases in 2016
with some cases having been in the judiciary system for more than 10 years.
Our contribution towards the realisation of these MDGs particularly (5, 8 and 9 and indirectly 1and 2) serves to emphasize the linkage
between Access to Justice, development and the eventual intersectional transformation of the vulnerable persons lives through our various
interventions.
In 2016 FIDA-Uganda developed strategic partnerships and collaboration with a range of civil society organizations including
local trade unions and INGOs to further advance women’s human rights. Our engagement of state and intergovernmental agencies
expanded further from local and national to regional and international levels, encompassing training, lobbying and support to
challenging and holding to account. Aluta continua!

Irene Ovonji Odida
Chief Executive Officer
Uganda Association of Women Lawyers
1
Proportion of ever-partnered women aged 15-49 years experiencing intimate partner physical and/or sexual violence at least once in their lifetime. Source: Uganda
Bureau of Statistics (UBOS) and ICF International Inc., 2012. Uganda Demographic and Health Survey 2011. Kampala, Uganda: UBOS and Calverton, Maryland: ICF International
Inc
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FIDA 2015-2020 Strategic Objectives:

The thematic
areas reflected
in the 2015-2020 FIDA Uganda Strategic Plan three mission and one operational, objectives and makes
DA 2015-2020
Strategic
Objectives:
clear change promises in relation to each that we commit to achieve by 2020.

e thematic areas reflected in the 2015-2020 FIDA Uganda Strategic Plan three mission and one operational, objectives and makes clear
ange promises
in relation
to each
we commitin
to FIDA
achieve
by 2020. 2015 - 2020 Strategic Plan
Thematic
Areas
andthat
Objectives
Uganda’s

ematic Areas and Objectives in FIDA Uganda’s 20152020 Strategic Plan

1

2

3

Women

Governance and Women’s

Rights and Justice for Women.

nhancing Access to Justice for Women
bjective: To enable women in Uganda to access quality and affordable legal services as a means to achieve human rights, gender equality and
Enhancing Access to Justice for
Advancing Gender Responsive
Promote Socio-Economic
tainable development.

Advancing Gender Responsive Governance and Women’sEffective
Effective Participation
in Public
Life
Participation
in Public
bjective: To promote
social
accountability,
rule
of
law
and
gender
responsive
governance
at
local, national
and regional
levels.
Objective:
To promote
accountability
Objective: To enable women in
Life
for the enactment and
Uganda to access quality and
romote Socio-Economic
and Justice
Women.
implementation of legal and policy
affordable Rights
legal services
as afor
means
Objective: To promote
social
bjective: To promote
accountability
for the
enactment and implementation
of legal
and policy frameworks
for women’s
socio-economic justice.
frameworks
for women’s
to achieve
human rights,
gender
accountability, rule of law and gender
socio-economic justice.
equality and sustainable
responsive governance at local,
perational Objective:
development.
national and regional levels.
strengthen FIDA Uganda’s institutional framework and capacity to champion socio-economic justice for women and gender equality.

graphic

Operational Objective:

To strengthen FIDA Uganda’s institutional framework and capacity to champion socio-economic justice for women and gender
equality.
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FIDA’s Operational Objective has 7 priorities:
To diversify and raise our
* To diversify and raise our income annually by 30% for greater
outreach
effectiveness;
income
annually and
by 30%
for
*

greater outreach and
To strengthen systems and processes for effective financial management,
continuous growth and integrity;

*

To increase staff diversity, improve rewards and enhance their capacity to effectively deliver on the strategic plan;

*

To strengthen communication systems and enhance FIDA Uganda’s visibility and advocacy
on women’s human rights and gender
To strengthen
equality’
systems and

*

To become astrengthen
learning organization through strengthening systems to enhance monitoring,
reporting
effective
ﬁnancial and learning;

*

management,
To enhance organizational
participation in governance through enhanced board capacity in strategic guidance and oversight;

*

To increase and strengthen membership participation in FIDA.

effectiveness;

To increase and

processes for

membership
FIDA.

To enhance
organizational
governance
through
enhanced
board capacity
in strategic
graphicguidance and
oversight;

FIDA’s Operational
Objective has 7
priorities:

To become a learning
organization through
strengthening systems to
enhance monitoring, reporting
and learning;

continuous
growth and
integrity;

To increase staff
diversity, improve
rewards and
enhance their
capacity to
effectively deliver
on the strategic
plan;

To strengthen communication
systems and enhance FIDA
Uganda’s visibility and
advocacy on women’s
human rights and gender
equality’
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THEMATIC AREA 1:

Enhancing Access to Justice for Women
FIDA Objective 1:
To enable women in Uganda to access quality and affordable legal services as a means to achieve human
rights, gender equality and sustainable.

1.1

What We Set Out To Achieve

The constitution of Uganda guarantees that all people are equal before the law, and mandated individuals, government agencies and nongovernmental organs to respect, uphold and promote peoples fundamental rights and freedoms. Access to Justice continues to be FIDA’s
flagship program since its inception in 1998 as the first legal aid clinic in sub Saharan Africa.
Uganda
set in
out
influence
changes in the following areas:
FIDA Uganda set out toFIDA
influence
changes
thetofollowing
areas:
* Efficiency and effectiveness of FIDA’s legal aid department to competently and responsively support the delivery of
FIDA vision
missionofenhanced
Efﬁciency
and and
effectiveness
FIDA’s
Capacity of communities to understand
legal aid department to competently

and utilize
various
mechanisms
* andKnowledge
of women’s
rightsofand mechanisms through which to demand and or defend
these
rightslegal
enhanced
among
responsively support
the delivery
and
procedures
increased,
Cap
FIDA
constituency,
FIDA(U)’s
visioncore
and mission
enhanced
a
cit

id

A
Capacity of communities to understand and utilize
various legal mechanisms and procedures increased,

*

Key stakeholders in the human rights space including state and non-state actors have strengthened capacity of to
influence reforms for increased access to justice and equality for women.

Leg
al

ing
uild
yB

*

n

Rig

Rig

me

Knowledge of women’s rights and
mechanisms through which to demand and
or defend these rights enhanced among
FIDA (U)’s core constituency,

hts

Wo

graphic

h ts

Hum

an

Key stakeholders in the human rights space
including state and non-state actors have
strengthened capacity of to inﬂuence
reforms for increased access to justice and
equality for women.

Uganda continues to face significant challenges in its judicial system with case backlog reported at over 110,000 cases in 2016 with
some cases having been in the judiciary system for more than 10 years. In addition frequent adjournments, complex procedures and
prohibitive costs render formal justice institutions inadequate in meeting the justice needs of poor and marginalized groups in the society.
This underscores the relevance of legal aid (legal representation and empowerment) to promote and protect the rights of impoverished
women and children. FIDA –Uganda therefore strives to continuously improve its legal aid to not only expand coverage, take services
closer to the vulnerable, assure quality of service but also to assure safety of clients that seek services.
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1.2

FIDA Access to Justice Programs in 2016

FIDA has over the past year enhanced knowledge of the rights accruing to the women and children and the available mechanisms for them
to claim their rights. We have used a multisectoral approach to address their diverse involvement in the agriculture trade and employment.
FIDA focus has thus been on enhancing knowledge through counselling, mediation, radio talk shows, community dialogues, newspaper
supplements and IEC materials were disseminated.
FIDA has continued to pioneer change through the Justice sector, under UNFPA and the Norwegian embassy program, through our
concerted advocacy at various stakeholder levels, special SGBV sessions were implemented-the first of their kind. This was in collaboration
with the Judiciary. During the period, 350 cases were cause listed, heard and disposed of with full community participation in Karamoja,
Teso and Acholi regions. This resulted in significant reduction of case back log and enhanced the Judicial Officers’ understanding of the
various aspects of gender issues. This transformation was significantly evident in Kotido where case backlog reduced by 78 %.
Furthermore, FIDA has continuously sought to bridge the gap between the formal and informal sector. The capacity of the informal sector
has been strengthened through training of cultural leaders in Karamoja region thus enabling them to increasingly make decisions in favour
of women.
During this period, FIDA witnessed a key success when the court adopted best practices in relation to justice for children. Through her
participation in the District Chain Linked Committee (DCC) meetings, FIDA effectively advocated best practices including handling of cases
involving juveniles in chambers as opposed to open court, handling their cases in the mornings, allocation of specific days to children
to attend court. Diversion has also been encouraged especially for children in conflict with the law. This has been done together with the
Police at CFPU especially with juveniles whose parents would want the juveniles taken under custody for petty offences.
Figure 1 Annual Case Registration Trends 2011-2016

As a result of these sustained efforts, we are observing
growing awareness and capacity as demonstrated by an
increasing trend in case registration illustrated in Figure 1.
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Story of Success: Widow and children helped to claim land and property rights
When Ochan s widow Lamunu offered her mother-in-law Atii temporary use of room on a multi-roomed house, she and her children inherited from
her late husband along with rental income from another unit to sustain her, Lamunu regarded it a kind gesture to continue
assisting her late husband’s mother.
Fifteen years later, when evaluating financing options for her children’s university education, Lamunu decided it would be a
good strategy to sell that particular house to enable her pay for the children’s education. She had planned to use some of
the proceeds to identify a new home for Atii.  However, her plans came to an abrupt halt on learning that Atii now claimed
ownership rights to the house as the mother of Ochan.  Akii’s refusal to vacate the house and her other acts to deter potential
buyers prompted Lamunu to approach FIDA on advise of a community leader.
FIDA then facilitated a dialogue meeting with all the parties including Atii, Lamunu and her children. Lamunu and Atii offered
statements of their understanding of the situation and their interests. The FIDA legal officer then guided that based on their
statements, Lamunu was the legal administrator of the late Ochan’s estate and that as a dependent, Atii was entitled to
some support, and that proceeds from the estate were majorly designated for the children and the widow. Eventually, Atii
acknowledged Lamunu’s right to sell the house. The meeting ended on a high note, with the children secure in the hope to
continue with their education, Atii happy to be re-united with her grandchildren after 15 years and a signed memorandum of
understanding confirming the resolution. The parties appreciated FIDA Uganda for the amicable resolution of their differences.
Lamunu is one of the 40 women who access land and property justice and her case one the 109 cases handled in 2016.

Community programs on GBV helped members acquire knowledge and skills related to identification, cause
analysis and response to GBV. For example through dialogue meetings in Moroto district, members linked GBV to alcoholism, food
insecurity, polygamy, poverty and breakdown of social structures and identified Police, LCs, FIDA, as priority response actors. As a result
of the dialogues, attitudes of the community members towards GBV are changing as illustrated by action taken by youths to form a SGBV
taskforce in Rupa sub County in Moroto. Additionally, FIDA –Uganda launched the first ever Legal Aid Application aimed at increasing
access to justice.

Outcomes of FIDA’s Access to Justice Work
As a result of these concerted efforts we are observing 24% growth cases registered by FIDA legal aid clinics from 4,488 in 2015 to 5,577
in 2016.
Through its advocacy campaigns, FIDA has enhanced community awareness on women’s rights at district, national and international level.
These campaigns were a key organizing strategy to call for the elimination of all forms of violence against women. The Uganda Police
Force and UN women invited FIDA Uganda to participate in the “walk in her shoes” charity walk which at creating a deeper understanding
of the plight that women face day to day. On this day, male participants in the charity event symbolically walked in women’s high heeled
shoes, to display empathy for the plight of a woman.
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“Now that I have walked a mile in a woman’s shoes and I know how difficult it is, I will never beat my wife again.” Mr. Francis
Ogweng, Senior Police Officer.

Estimated people informed

5000

16

over

100

campaign
days

activities

TV
on ways of combating gender based violence,
domestic violence, bride-kidnapping, sexual
violence, child trafﬁcking, violence against children
and commercial sexual exploitation.

NTV, NBS, URBAN TV, and Bukedde TV

Issues
Radio

Bukedde Radio, CBS radio, Radio Simba, Capital
FM, Power FM, NINA FM, Rupiny FM

Over 100 activities were conducted within the 16 Days Campaign all over the country directly informing an estimated 5000 people about
forms of violence in the different regions where FIDA-Uganda works and on ways of combating gender based violence, domestic violence,
bride-kidnapping, sexual violence, child trafficking, violence against children and commercial sexual exploitation. FIDA in partnership
with Bukedde Radio, CBS radio, Radio Simba, Capital FM, Power FM, NINA FM, Rupiny FM and TV stations like NTV, NBS, URBAN TV,
and Bukedde TV directly engaged their listeners across the nation to run radio stories on targeted issues above.

Capacity of stakeholders built
Gender based violence increases women’s risk of contracting HIV. The cultural acceptability for men to take multiple partners outside of the
marital home and the expectation for women to engage in unprotected sex regardless of his actions puts wives at a particularly dangerous
nexus2. FIDA has built capacity at grassroots, national levels and most recently at regional level on gender based violence. Additionally,
capacity has been built for local leaders, duty bearers, and fellow professionals through the East African Law society on legal and policy
framework to prevent and eliminate violence against women and the gaps therein.
2 Daily monitor, 7th November, page 22. Women constitute 75% of the new HIV infections.
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FIDA has promoted improved justice delivery mechanisms for women and children in Northern, North Eastern and Central Uganda. The
capacity of formal and informal justice mechanisms to provide legal responses has been strengthened through training in dispute resolution,
case management, referral pathways, re-enforced by technical support visits by FIDA lawyers to these justice structures.

183

local leaders

15
elders

Illustratively, up to 183 local leaders in Gulu district and 15 elders in Moroto actively promote land rights for women and children and
practices that prevent gender based violence. Likewise in Pader, Kitgum, Lamwo and Gulu districts, these trained active groups document
and file records of cases handled and or referred from the community.
In tandem with the developments above, the Judiciary instituted weekly sub-County courts to further strengthen the referral system. As a
result functionality and quality of sub county court committees, cultural leaders, religious leaders and LCII courts has improved to effectively
handle land related cases in community and resultant decisions progressively align with women and children’s access to land rights. This
is reinforced by a network of Community Legal Volunteers (CLVs) that readily provide legal aid services to community members, ultimately
bringing closer land administration services to women and children in this community.
FIDA has pioneered change in the justice sector. FIDA-Uganda and Action Aid Uganda with support from UNFPA and the Norwegian
Embassy are implementing a program on facilitating “special sessions for GBV” meant to strengthen the capacity of the judiciary to respond
to GBV in the formal justice system. The sessions were organized in collaboration with the Judiciary and took place at the end of November
to mid-December 2016. The taskforce expanded the content to include guidelines for handling child victims/witness of SGBV. These are the
first ever special sessions for GBV and as a result of success achieved; UNFPA has requested the partners for a plan to extend the project
beyond December 2016. As a result of the advocacy work on the special sessions and the lessons drawn from the implementation of the
sessions, JLOS is keen to spear head discussions with government on how a more sustainable approach to GBV special session can be
managed and implemented.
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Story of Success:
Building Capacity of Cultural Institutions Cultural leaders stand up for land rights of vulnerable
women in Northern Uganda
Rose Odongo, is a widow from a polygamous marriage living in
Northern Uganda. Her husband’s death brought Rose and her two
co-wives face to face with trauma again when the husband’s family
members sought to evict them and their children from land they had
occupied when married, their only source of livelihood. Rose’s pleas
for help to clan leaders in protecting her interest failed as clan leaders
supported the common cultural practice.
Then Rose approached FIDA in July 2016 having heard about its
work around women’s rights from an acquaintance. FIDA organized
a mediation date. The respondents requested for more time so that
other members of their clan could be informed of the meeting and to
allow involvement of cultural leader (Rwot Kweri).  
A fortnight later, the FIDA trained Rwot Kweri facilitated mediation
between all three widows and their in-laws which resulted in
agreement to recognize the widows right to inherit their late
husband’s estate. A memorandum of understanding was signed and
boundaries were demarcated with trees.   Rose and her co-wives
have now undertaken to register their land and acquire a land title.
Rose is one among 40 women who accessed land and property
justice and her case is one the 109 cases handled in 2016. The Rwot
Kweri who facilitated this mediation is among the cultural leaders
trained by FIDA in Northern Uganda. As a result of the capacity built
among cultural leaders, we are observing nascent shifts in attitudes
towards cultural norms that limit women’s access to justice..
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We shall continue to strengthen our ADR service through improved client care
and handling services and rearranging client waiting and mediation spaces in
our field and headquarter offices. This focus on our customer care will further be
strengthened in 2017 with establishment of a play centre for children of clients.
In addition, a new structure of the legal aid department will be operationalized
with specialized units of ADR/Litigation SIL and optimized with personnel,
systems, office equipment accompanied by clear mandates to enable a peak
performance environment. We will also complete documentation, standardisation
and dissemination of practices including SAME Model and revised legal aid
guidelines.
FIDA-Uganda and Action Aid Uganda are jointly implementing a UNFPA
and Norwegian Embassy supported program facilitating “special sessions for
GBV”, meant to strengthen the capacity of the judiciary to respond to GBV in the
formal justice system. In 2016, taskforce overseeing these sessions expanded the
content to include guidelines for handling child victims and witnesses of SGBV
and subsequently reviewed the voire dire3  guidelines for prosecutors, medical
personnel, police and other stakeholders in handling child victims and witnesses.
Noteworthy is the constitution of the taskforce which include three judges: Justice
Batema David, Justice Suzan Okalangi and Justice J. Kiggundu; Assistant Inspector
General of Police and Director of CICI: Ms. Grace Akullo; representation from
Law Reform Commission spearheading drafting of the guidelines; and high level
representation from the MGLSD.
FIDA advocacy work on the GBV sessions attracted interest from the World
Bank which sought our input on social and gender aspects during the design
of the anticipated social transformation project in the context of infrastructure
development projects. We continue to engage with the team on the potential
impact of the interventions on women and marginalized groups.

3
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Free Legal Aid

Figure 2 Number of cases registered by mechanism utilized in 2016
Figure 1 Case resolution by mechanism of dispute resolution

A tout 5,577cases (33.8%) received (includes
cases carried forward from previous periods)
were concluded at legal aid clinics around the
country indicating 24% growth from 4,488 in
2015 to 5,577 in 2016.

Clients have been served through four major
mechanisms including legal advice, counseling,
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) and court
representation. Counselling (16%) and court
representation (22%) were the least successful
in case conclusion while legal advice (45%)
and ADR (84%) showed significantly higher
case conclusion rates. The slow turn-around
of cases in courts is largely due to systemic
barriers such as the low motivation of the judicial
officers, frequent adjournment of cases and
costs associated facilitating witness to appear
at court severally. FIDA continues to build the
capacity the poor and vulnerable and associated
systems to be able to adequately navigate justice
processes.
Figure2 indicates strong effectiveness of the ADR
mechanism of dispute resolution is, whereby of
81% all cases resolved were concluded through
ADR and only 2% through the court system.

Figure 3 Case resolution by mechanism of dispute resolution
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FIDA continued to actively participate in the JLOS child and family working groups among others where practice directives on case
backlog can be issued by the chief justice, digital innovations, mediation and plea bargaining strategies are supported to speed up
case handling.
Quality access to justice through ICT innovation
FIDA is promoting use of ICT to improve access and quality service delivery. In partnership with LASPNET,
Barefoot law and Innovating Justice Hub Legal aid, we have developed a standardized ICT based Means and
Merit Test to be adopted by other LASPs and designed guidelines for evaluating clients vulnerability to filter out
those who qualify for free legal aid services

Strategic Litigation
FIDA is taking action to challenge unjust systems through strategic litigation. With support from MC Arthur and
ISLA, FIDA conducted participatory interviews with women victims of sexual violence, institutions/actors and
communities affected by conflict and has prepared a petition. Subsequent processes will be vigorously pursued
including filing of the same in 2017. FIDA Uganda will set up a fully-fledged resource centre and streamline
internal strategic litigation practice for improved efficiency and effectiveness.

Engagement with CLVs
FIDA promoted innovative and sustainable quality legal aid service delivery mechanisms at community level
through. This is being achieved through an initiative aimed at identifying and training twenty community legal
volunteers (CLVs) from each target district at the Law Development Centre to enable them become fully fledged
paralegals. To-date, 26 CLVs (11 male and 15 female) have received trained and while 42 have received
bicycles which are easing their mobility
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2

THEMATIC AREA 2:

Gender Responsive Governance and Women’s Effective Participation in Public
Life
FIDA Objective 2:
To promote social accountability, rule of law and gender responsive governance at local, national and
regional levels.
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2.1

What We Set Out To Achieve
Uganda is widely recognized for its influential position on the issue of women in leadership-specifically
political leadership. Indeed, the 1995 Uganda Constitution provides for affirmative action and fair
representation of marginalized groups and is reinforced by the Local Government Act requirement that at
least one third of all local government council seats be reserved for women. The country has observed a
marked increase in the number of women in politics and decision-making positions. Notably, affirmative
action has realized 25% women composition of parliamentary seat and at least 30% in local councils.
Such efforts are legitimizing gender equality concerns in the policy area.

FIDA alongside other like-minded organizations, continues to play a critical role in influencing supportive
laws and policies in addition to bridging the gap between policy and practice. Realizing the potential
benefits inherent in this vision requires overcoming a number of technical, policy, and cultural obstacles.
Some have been surmounted; others have yet to be tackled.

Challenges such as low levels of education and inadequate skills necessary for participation in
leadership, multiple domestic demands making the women time poor, social norms that inhibit women’s
participation in politics and other spheres of governance structures, and lack of financial resources
and or support to facilitate campaign remain relevant. Additionally and particularly for women
successfully join positions of political leadership, securing effective and qualitative leadership remains a
challenge. In as much as women representatives occupy key state structures in the executive, legislature
and judiciary, there is no gender parity and their influence in these spheres is relatively limited due
inadequate research, lobbying and advocacy skills.
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Other critical challenges include inadequate gender equality analysis and implementation skill on the party
of duty bearers, beliefs and attitudes that support retrogressive social norms around patriarchy, and impunity
among errant officials due to weak social accountability skills and structures.

Lack of proper and or adequate state monitoring tools for measuring and tracking change in women’s lives.
The available tools are not infused with the necessary gender apparatus to specifically capture progress and
transformation in the lives of the vulnerable. This remains a critical challenge and has not quite aligned the
national and internal development agendas,

Women and women leaders will be more
influential on legislation, policies and
practices that promote women’s rights
and gender equality.

FIDA Uganda Strategic Plan
2015-2020 envisages that through
building effective feminist
leadership capacities, research,
lobbying, and advocacy, the
following outcomes will be
achieved:
FIDA (U) and other women’s rights
organizations will be more visible and
influential on the national civil society
agenda for rule of law and accountability.
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Government will be more accountable for the promotion of
human rights and gender equality in policy and practice as a
result of FIDA (U)’s action.
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2.2 FIDA Programming on Gender Responsive Governance and Women’s Effective
Participation in Public Life
Amicus Application
FIDA participated in Amicus Application in the 2016 Presidential Elections petition. On the 10th day of March 2016, eight Civil Society
Organisations filed an amicus curie application No. 3 of 2016in the Supreme Court to join Presidential Election petition No 1 of 2016 as
friends of the court. Concurrently, seven law dons of Makerere University filed a separate application for amici status in the same petition.  
FIDA-U joined the seven other NGOs as an applicant in line with its Strategic Objective 2015-2020 under which thematic area 2provides
that FIDA-U shall advance gender responsive governance and women’s effective participation in public life. The application was a bid to
promote social accountability and the rule of law, in the belief that strengthening good governance contributes to improvement in women’s
rights and in this case specifically, women’s participation in democratic elections in Uganda.
The civil society organisations filed the amicus application based on their strong commitment to constitutionalism and democracy, and to
highlight that election petitions, particularly presidential, are a matter of public interest with citizens as key stakeholders.  
Despite the application being disallowed by the court there have been some gains from the application.  It is worth noting that because of
the CSO’s application, the Supreme Courtoverturned its previous decision in case of Attorney General v. Silver Springs Hotel Ltd & Others
Supreme Court Civil Appeal No. 1 of 1989 where the Supreme Court had declared that the only path to become an amiciis at the instance
of the court.
Monitoring Implementation of the Maputo Protocol
In Uganda, 4 national women’s rights organizations including FIDA, UWONET, ACFODE and UWOPA
are enhancing the capacity of women’s rights institutions to monitor and address gaps in implementation
of the Maputo Protocol, and transforming attitudes in target communities to support gender equality and
women’s rights. The consortium partners are at the center of decision-making, actively engaged in defining
priority actions and building support networks for the enforcement and full implementation of this protocol.
The Protocol aims to achieve the following:
* 10 women’s rights organizations and private practitioners have improved capacity to use the
African Women’s Protocol to address women’s rights violations through regional mechanisms
* Regional institutions (the African Union and its organs, RECs) call on state parties to adhere to
obligations under the African Women’s Protocol.
* The Protocol and other regional declarations on women’s rights are increasingly applied by national
governments and national justice mechanisms
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Capacity Building for Women Lawyers and the Media on the Maputo Protocol
FIDA Uganda trained 50 lawyers to raise awareness on the Maputo Protocol and mechanisms for its
domestication in relation to the land policy and law in Uganda to highlight women land rights issues in
the at the national and sub national levels. The workshop for lawyers aimed at influencing lawyers to
reflect upon their role domesticating the Maputo Protocol and other regional declarations that promote
women’s rights so that they (as lawyers) can increasingly apply the principles under the government and
national justice systems and mechanisms.
Much as the broader goal was aimed at influencing lawyers towards domestication of the Protocol, the
objective of the workshop was to raise awareness on the Protocol in relation to respecting women’s’
realization and fulfillment of their land rights as highlighted in the land policy and land laws of Uganda.
The workshop attracted lawyers from Ministry of Justice, Law Reform Commission, Directorate of Public
Prosecutions, private practitioners and lawyers from the development agencies.
Advocacy initiatives to advance good governance, rule of law and women’s
effective participation in leadership implemented
There is an ongoing conversation with the EAC Secretariat to support them in developing SOPs under
their regional anti trafficking strategy. We aim to popularize the regional anti trafficking bill and develop
regulations under the Act once passed. Our work on this has attracted the interest of the US embassy
who conducted an interview with FIDA management on a wide spectrum of issues related to human
trafficking. We are also working at obtaining observer status at the EAC and are in the process of creating
a regional network that will enable us effectively partner with the skills and subsequently fundraise for
regional level interventions.
FIDA Uganda has also participated in advocacy at both national and regional level and continues to raise awareness on human trafficking
in general
We demanded social accountability from Stanbic for action to protect a female
workplace survivor of violence
FIDA responded to and followed up the media story of an alleged assault by a state minister against a
female security guard working at a local bank. In response, FIDA released a press statement denouncing
the act of violence against a woman, recommended legal action against the minister in question and
demanded social accountability from the concerned bank for their action to protect the survivor and
commit itself to uphold standards as per the laws of Uganda with regards to women protection and rights
of employees. We shall continue monitor developments in this regard.
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FIDA has increased visibility of women lawyers through its membership
The institution supported SAFE program to develop and published a news spread on women’s land
rights leading to a call for partnership from a local NGO in Lira district. The community based
organization was interested in partnering with FIDA-Uganda based on the best practices shared
in the published article. FIDA has also participated on the morning shows on NTV to discuss its
interventions in addressing Gender based violence. The programs focused on SGBV in conflict and
the need for special sessions on GBV. This led to a call by ICGCR to collaborate on addressing SGV
as recommended under the Kampala declaration.
Networking and Alliance Building for Accountability and Good Governance
FIDA together with UWONET, OXFAM, Action for Development (ACFODE) and the Uganda
Women Parliamentary Association (UWOPA) successfully organized a one day national women’s
conference on leadership in April 2016. The conference brought together women members of the
10th Parliament, CSOs, women’s rights and human rights, media and government and specifically
newly elected women members of the 10th Parliament to be prepared to influence gender sensitive
legislation and budgets particularly in the areas of education, health, land, and JLOs sector. The
conference gave then Right Honorable Speaker of the 9thParliament Ms. Kadaga a platform to
launch her re-election campaign.

FIDA deepened its
engagement with the
following networks where
it is member

Women’s movement
NAWOU and UWONET
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Human rights movement
HURINET, CCEDDU, Uganda Land Alliance

Legal Aid sector
LASPNET

NGO sector
UNNGOFF,
DENIVA

Public institutions like police, judiciary and government hospitals
have significantly improved their public image in the society as
being more gender responsive, especially at departmental level.
FIDA contributed to this result through training of JLOS actors
in GBV prevention and response, addressing impediments to
access to justice on the District Chain linked Committee meetings
and conducting community accountability forums. For example,
in Kitgum all government district officials participated in a week’s
training on engendering access to justice. Feedback from one client
indicates changes in shifts in mindsets.
“When i went to the police, the police officers who handled my
case showed me politeness onward referral to FIDA Uganda” a
client, Kitgum

The capacity of formal and informal institutions to play an important
role in accelerating the achievement of de facto equality between
women and men has been strengthened. Emphasis has been
made that strong and sustainable mechanisms are needed for
developing, implementing and monitoring the relevant policies,
in order to ensure that gender in observed in the community to
achieve sustainable development. Throughout the period, DCC
meetings were conducted in northern Uganda, Karamoja, Kabale
and Luweero to hold government institutions and departments
accountable. One week training was conducted in Kitgum where
stakeholders were educated on SGBV identification and response
and cultural leaders also educated in Karamoja on the same.
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THEMATIC AREA 3:

Socio-Economic Rights And Justice For Women
FIDA Objective:
To promote accountability for the enactment and implementation of legal and policy frameworks for women’s
socio-economic justice.

3.1

What We Set Out To Achieve
Our work is a response to the social and economic context of Uganda. Nationally there are some
progressive laws like the Prevention of Trafficking in Persons Act 2009 (TIPA) and the Domestic Violence
Act 2010 (DVA) but significant implementation and funding gaps persist. Neoliberal development model
has led to high growth but also increasing disparity based on gender, class, region and location4, thus,
the face of poverty is increasingly female, young, rural and peri-urban.

Women are among most at risk groups of increased vulnerability due to issues such as unfair taxation,
mismanagement of rural development programs, exploitation of children, communities and workers,
and conflict over land, natural resources and extractives. Due to gender gaps, these disparities linked
to policies like liberalization and deregulation, and women’s heavy dependence on spouses/male
partners and growing inequality affect women more. At the same time there are changing gender roles
with women continuing with unpaid care work and taking up productive roles previously held by men,
and facing more injustices within these roles than men. We also observe a shifting gender role dynamic
with children increasingly taking household headship due to their orphaned status thus exposing them to
exploitative forms of labour.
The 2015-2020 Strategic Plan projects broad outcomes on this thematic area relating to strengthening civic action to cause relevant state
actors such as the MGSLD, EOC, UHRC and the Judiciary to prioritize socio-economic justice on issues such as marital rights, SRHR, SGBV
and labor rights with the following expected outcomes:

4

*

Strategic alliances and coalitions mobilized and having a strong voice on women’s rights and socio-economic justice.

*

Pro-poor and gender-responsive laws and policy frameworks aligned with regional and international commitments, enforced
by duty bearers and supported by civic actors to ensure socio-economic justice in the key areas affecting women.

Northern and eastern Uganda register higher levels of poverty.
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3.2

FIDA Programming On Socio-Economic Justice

According
to the
national
labor
forceforce
and child
activity
surveysurvey
of 2012of, 2012,
According
to the
national
labor
and child
activity

88

79

97.7

88 % of working children in Kampala are involved in hazardous work with 79% engaged in the service sector including domestic
work. 97.7% of victims of internal trafficking in Uganda are mainly children trafficked for labor and commercial sexual exploitation.
The employment Act does not recognize home as a work place and yet it is one of the places where violations are done with up to
80% of the cases registered.
with 79% engaged in the
97.7% of victims of internal trafficking in Uganda
88 % of working children
in Kampala are involved
service sector including
are mainly children trafficked for labor and
in hazardous work
domestic work.
commercial sexual exploitation.

The employment Act does not recognize home as a work place and yet it is one of the places where violations
are done with up to 80% of the cases registered.
FIDA has influenced operationalization of laws that relate to protection of the rights of women and children through participating in the
development of the regulations prescribed under the PTIP Act and in its capacity as national task force member FIDA advanced completion
and gazetting of the regulations.
At the community level, FIDA empowered children and their communities to address harmful practices and violence against children in
Eastern Uganda where. FIDA conducted an annual review on responsiveness of JLOS institutions to child abuse. Chief Magistrates, the
police, district education officers, community development officers, and district health officer discussed findings in a meeting convened
by FIDA to disseminate the findings. As a result of this shared learning and good will, the referral mechanism in place is fully operational.
Additionally, FIDA facilitated 10 children representing 40 schools across Amudat, Bukwo, Kween and Kapchorwa districts to celebrate the
Day of the African Child with the European Union ambassador in Kapchorwa. A mock court by the children, songs, football, netball and
poem activities illustrated key themes in access to justice including:
1. The role of corruption is denying rights holders(children) access to justice
2. The challenges posed by child offenders who remain on remand for extended period due to limited spatial access to courts
3. Delayed justice resulting from the poor road infrastructure, a factor in frequent adjournments and hunger among children
on remand in the region.
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FIDA Led a Campaign on Labour Rights Violaation on Flower Farms
FIDA-Uganda,in partnership with Akima Mama wa Afrika Action Aid and UHISPAWU a( Labour
Union for Flower Farm Workers) participated in a series of campaign including a Media Campaign
This was as a result of the flower  farms violation of Ugandan Labour Laws and EU global standards
on business investment and human rights.
The campaign exposed the poor working conditions,unsafe working conditions,exposure to
chemicals lack of protective gear low wages and sexual harrasment.
The incident brought to light a chilling practise of intimiation and violence that affects low income
workers in various industries factories,and highlighted the inadequate state regulation   and poor
status of labour rights in the country
Following its work on labor rights with flower farms, FIDA embarked on advocacy both at national and international level, sustained media
engagement, met with duty bearers like government officials, FOKUS, the Dutch Ambassador, and members of Uganda’s 10th parliament.
Additionally, FIDA facilitated documentation of stories of the survivors for social media campaign. The campaign elicited backlash from the
National Organization of Trade Unions and Ministry of Trade.
We were however greatly encouraged by the huge show of solidarity accorded FIDA by other CSOs notably LASPNET and the National
Human Rights Defender’s coalition. The two organizations added their voice similarly condemned abuse of the women’s labor rights and
attacks on human rights defenders like FIDA in the course of their duty setting the platform for future collaboration on labor rights. Relatedly,
FIDA obtained distinct funding support for two staff to participate at the NGO Committee on the Status of Women (CSW) fair in New York
in 2017 through its active participation in the labor rights violation drive.

FIDA has Empowered Women Groups
FIDA has enhanced knowledge of rights and the mechanisms to claim them amongst low and medium
income women involved in agriculture, trade and employment. Throughout 2016 FIDA engaged with
21 heads of women’s groups and district officials in lobby meetings aimed at educating the district
leaders on available economic opportunities for women in the district
The Self Actualization Model of Economic empowerment (SAME Model) is now integrated in legal aid
programming to reduce women’s vulnerability and heavy dependency on spouses or male partners.
In tandem with this approach, FIDA has contributed to building key networks to support women’s
social economic justice. For example within our joint program on economic empowerment funded
by FOKUS, FIDA has mobilized women’s groups to form networks and demand accountability from
local government departments on trade policies in relation to business registration and taxes.
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FIDA enhanced their capacity demand accountability by facilitating meetings with district officials in which the women leaders could hold
the leaders accountable. As a result women’s empowerment groups in northern and central Uganda are realizing positive shifts.
For example commendable progress is noted in the area of business registration of women groups such as Melisa wines in Luweero district
that is currently at the level of obtaining certification from UNBS for its product- a collaborative effort by NAWOU, EASSI and FIDA
Uganda under the FOKUS consortium.
The “Riber ber” group successfully participated in two theater productions at the national theatre, ably merging traditional dance with storytelling.

FIDA’s work and mentorship of the “Riber ber” women’s group from Kyanja continues to align them to opportunities in the arts and
performance industry. The women have successfully participated in two theater productions at the national theatre ably merging traditional
dance with storytelling to facilitate educational sessions. Likewise, 2 community volunteer groups in Gulu district have started up businesses
in tree planting laundry services.
FIDA facilitated improved accessibility and effectiveness of institutions for land administration and dispute resolution in the formal and
informal systems in Northern Uganda.
FIDA trained and supported CLVs registered a total of 52 land cases and successfully resolved 32 cases through mediation in Gulu district
alone. Mediation, as a form of alternative dispute resolution is ordinarily done in the presence of Local Council leaders of the area who
also help in the documentation of the mediation process to resolution.
Communities in Gulu have better capacity and information on regarding land administration mechanisms, laws and policies. This is being
achieved in Lakwana and Odek Sub-counties through training of Local Council members and sub-County court committees on case
management, dispute resolution and referral pathways. Additionally, cultural leaders were trained on dispute resolution and referral
pathways.
Summary of training in Dispute resolution, referral pathways and case management
Training

Participants

Total number trained

Dispute resolution and referral
pathways

Local Councils members

42

Sub-County court committees

21

Cultural leaders
Case Management

Local Councils members

20

Sub-County court committees

20
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FIDA provided technical support to LCs and sub-county court committees in adjudication of land cases, by facilitating them with laws in
simplified language such as chapter four of the 1996 Constitution, Succession Act, and Land Act. In addition FIDA oriented and distributed
templates for invitation and memorandum of understanding.

Single Mother beats powerlessness and vulnerability and safe
guards her economic rights
Susan Lanyero, a primary school teacher living in XX sub County and single mother to four, clearly
understands the link between land and future economic security of her family’s future.  She single
mindedly saved money and when an opportune four-acre piece of land came up for sale in 2014,
she signed a sales agreement for purchase price of UGX 4,680,000 (approx. $1,671) in three
installments. Two months later she completed the first two installments totaling UGX 1,780,000
as per agreement and proceeded to clear the land and prepare it for planting. She was however
dumbfounded when the seller turned down the third and last installment she brought per schedule.
She curiously learned of how her piece of land reportedly belong to a higher bidder. Ms. Lanyero
was distraught beyond consolation!
The new male ‘buyer’ who Lanyero later discovered is a senior district government official
adamantly refused to acknowledge Ms. Lanyero’s claim to the land and even built a fence around
the land to keep her out. A sense of powerless engulfed her. In due course she sought assistance
from the FIDA field office in her district.  
“My attempt at mediation nine days later, did not yield results with seller opting to
secure an attorney from the capital city Kampala”, FIDA Legal Officer, Gulu District.
FIDA represented Ms. Lanyero in all subsequent discussions eventually succeeding in winning back
the land with and for Ms.Lanyero. The legal officer drafted a new sales agreement that state the
terms of the sale more clearly to protect Ms. Lanyero’s interests.  Within a month of first receiving
the case, FIDA’s legal officer traveled to the site of the land and witnessed the final payment, the
signing of the new sale agreement and a memorandum of understanding (MoU) acknowledging
Ms. Lanyero’s claim to the land witnessed by the chairman of LC1 of the area, Rwot Kweri (land
chief), the clan elder, and other members of the community who witnessed the agreement. On
average cases similar to Ms. Lanyero’s get resolved in 1-10 years where case backlog stood at
over 110,000 cases in 2016. FIDA has integrated the Self-Actualization Model for Empowerment
in its legal aid approach to help women overcome powerlessness and vulnerability.
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Smart Choices Campaign
Through the country wide Smart Choices campaign aired on NTV and Bukedde FM, FIDA
promoted the ability of women to make economically sound decisions. The campaign intended to
enhance awareness among women on the right to own property and exercise control especially
in joint savings schemes and joint land and property purchases. The campaign urged women to
be keen to sign as ‘owner’ as opposed ‘witness’ on bank accounts or purchase agreement. The
campaign highlighted couple power dynamics related to income and encouraged them for join
empowerment groups for enhanced learning and peer support.
FIDA empowers clients to self-represent during mediation and court hearings to represent themselves.

In Lamwo district for example, two women have been supported to open business using savings
on maintenance provided by the respondents. The women especially all those reporting nonmaintenance cases, have been advised, counseled and psychologically supported to seek
alternative options that they can take advantage of in order to start up small income generating
ventures. The women are urged to reduce spousal dependence and embrace their joint obligation
to support children.
FIDA has strengthened the application of rights based approaches and in particular empowered
women who seek its legal services to jointly engage in advocacy and to self-represent in legal
cases. In all the legal aid clinics across the country, clients have been empowered to represent
themselves. Case in point is Mary from Lamwo who successfully represented herself at a court
directed mediation concerning her land and eventually won the case and regained control over
her land.

Review and monitoring of the Uganda election process in 2016
FIDA’s expertise was called upon by OSIEA in undertaking the review of the election process in
Uganda to ascertain the country’s preparedness to conduct the 2016 elections in accordance
with the standards and national framework. FIDA subsequently participated in the situation as
part of the monitoring team providing the gender lens thus assuring a gender responsive process.
FIDA played a key role in monitoring adherence to election regulation, participation of women,
recording all malpractices and receiving complaints on compliance and adherence.
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Gender and Youth

Uganda has the youngest population with over 78 percent of its population below the age of 30. The high unemployment rates
have only served to increase the vulnerabilities of the youth leading to drug abuse engagement in criminal activities as illustrated by
73% percent of prison population being youth, most often incarcerated alongside adult offenders. The Youth are thus a marginalised
group and this marginalisation has manifested in various forms. State effort to address this disparity has not had any significant
change in this category of vulnerable persons.
The youth are a threat to the community security and to the communities as well depicted by increased evidence of violence against
family members by youth who are demanding for their inheritance even before the demise of their parents.

Youth intervention programs
FIDA in design deliberately targets women. However, we recognize that men as power wielders have a role to play in supporting
positive attitudes and perceptions for women’s access to justice. have used male engagement strategies and the SASA approach
(in partnership with Action Aid) to include men and use their influence as. We have fully engaged men while discussing issues of
violence against women and girls in relation to drivers of land disputes and land rights abuses during the round trainings where the
larger number are male, community dialogues, community land follow up and radio talk shows, where most callers are male. This
is intended to cause an attitude change in communities in relation to Violence Against women and girls in which men shall be the
change champions.
60% of our Community Legal volunteers are male and we continue to counsel men at our counselling unit with a view of creating
and or sustaining peace since most households are male headed.
From the statistics gathered from the district local government records in our districts of operation, the number of women in leadership
under the local government structure and the participation of those in leadership positions is questionable. FIDA has encouraged
women to join leadership and actively engage in spheres that promote recognition of and address women’s plight in access to land
for example in the district council meetings and to appreciate that all decisions taken affect women advancement either politically,
socially and economically. This message has largely been shared during community dialogues.
The projects have targeted youth as mobilisers especially during community sensitization programs and has incorporated youth
targeted programs like sexual reproductive health and economic empowerment in her programing
.
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5.0 Sustainability of projects
During the quarter 3 this year, the SAFE project in Gulu district successfully closed out. In built
sustainability mechanisms included the following:
*

The project was supported by 12 paralegals/community legal who were
already opinion leaders within their community. By accepting the role of
information provider and advisor on the legal aspects of the problems, the
community volunteers have gained social capital within their communities.
Simultaneously, their legal advice is readily accepted by the communities.
Further, the non-financially remunerated status fosters continuity of their work
on exit of the project or the organization.

*

In addition, FIDA equipped the LCs, sub-county court committees and cultural
leaders with basic legal knowledge to enable them be the first legal aid service
providers for day-to-day legal disputes in order to promote and protect the
rights of women. They are well equipped with the case management system,
simplified laws and had their capacities built in women’s land rights thus,
enabling them to effectively respond to the needs of their communities.

Project Transition of SAFE project
Many activities have been undertaken to facilitate the project close out. These included
meetings with district leadership and community legal volunteers focused on best practices and
lessons learned. Through dialogue meetings held in the last quarter, beneficiaries were briefed
on project closeout. At institutional level, volunteers and staff have oriented on responsible exit
and transitioning for sustainability of investments and impacts. We look to further strengthening
of FIDA regional office in Gulu in our follow-on strategies enable it conclude cases.
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Membership And Governance
Strengthen FIDA Uganda’s institutional framework and capacity to champion gender justice and equality
for women

6.1 What we set out to achieve
This was to be attained through interventions in 7 specific priority areas;
Increased and
strengthened
* Diversification
of funding
*

membership
engagement
and
Strengthen
financial
management

*

Effective human resource management

*

More effective communication, visibility and advocacy

*

Improved monitoring, evaluation and learning

Diversiﬁcation of funding

development

to be
attained
through
* Increased and strengthened membership engagement
and development
interventions in 7
specific priority
Enhanced organizational
areas;
governance and board capacity
*

This was
Enhanced organizational governance and board capacity

Strengthen
ﬁnancial management

Effective human resource
management

Improved monitoring, evaluation
and learning
More effective communication,
visibility and advocacy
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6.1.1 Diversification of Funding
FIDA witnessed multiple transitions with substantial, significant and ultimately successful changes. The combined effort of the Board of
Directors and Management, support of our members and partners enabled our successful transition to our 2015-2020 strategic cycle. At
the same time, organizational activities continue as well as fundraising for future activities.

30%

The institution
undertook to
diversify and grow
annual income by
30% for greater
outreach and
effectiveness in
strategic plan.

In 2015, we were able to achieve some diversification in funding and to achieve more balance in our funding portfolio. With
FOKUS and OSIEA joining our list of partners, we strengthened funding for economic justice and social accountability and
governance respectively. UgShs 474 million was raised for economic justice, Ug Shs 4.3 billion for Access to justice and
187million for institutional development. However, more diversification in funding and gains in annual growth are desired.

474m
Economic Justice

4.3Bn

187m

Access to Justice

Institutional
Development

In December 2015, the Board approved a new structure that created the position of Grants Advisor to support the development of a
fundraising strategy in 2016, to foster sustainability and define fundraising targets against which performance will be measured. To
promote sustainability, FIDA, like many international NGOs has been exploring avenues for pursuing individual funding in the last few
years to augment institutional funding through donors and development partners. Following the Board’s approval of the draft policy for
‘Fund a Woman, Fund a Child’ Initiative which seeks to support women and children to access justice, consultations were conducted with
various actors and international NGOs including Action Aid International Uganda and Action Aid International Brazil and the process of
developing a strategy for individual funding commenced with the support of a consultant.
In 2016, the Secretariat continued to support the board in its plans to promote sustainability through erecting FIDA House to house the
Secretariat. Following a Board decision to develop a new Architectural Plan for FIDA House, an architectural firm was selected through a
competitive process and contracted to develop the plan. The process of getting the new plan approved was also commenced.
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6.1.2 Strengthening Systems and Human Resources for continuous financial management
To enhance further transparency, FHRC guided increased disclosure in the quarterly reports. Further improvement was achieved through
the re-setting up of the accounting system, Quick Books, and a refresher training for accounts staff conducted. A number of new policies
and policy amendments recommended to the Board were approved. All staff were trained, some were facilitated both internally and
externally to attend external workshops, conferences and seminars

6.1.3 Effective Human Resource Management and Organizational Development
In 2015, a new organization structure was developed to align it to the new strategic plan 2015-2020, and approved by the Board. It provides
for two specialized departments (units) within the Directorate of Programs, one focused on legal aid and the second on programming,
including IEC, research, advocacy, membership and project coordination. The new structure strengthens FIDA institutionally by providing
for a strategic litigation unit, a human resources unit, and establishing portfolios essential to our programming that were not previously
catered for such as Research Officer and Grants Advisor. Critical posts such as Membership officer, Advocacy & Communications officer,
M&E officer, SIL officer and Counselor that were established in 2014/15 or earlier were also retained. Some of our advocacy engagement
was supported by AJWS which contributed towards institutional strengthening, human resource and administrative costs. Additionally the
re-aligned structure factored in FIDA’s regional expansion strategy, although this is influenced by funding situation.
In addition, salary benchmarking of peer organizations was undertaken with view of addressing staff motivation and the approved
recommendations are to be progressively implemented starting in 2016, as funds are raised.
A staff contributory medical scheme was finalized with UAP with the effective date of implementation in 2016. A number of policies were
finalized and approved by the Board. These are discussed in the Board Chairperson’s report to members.

6.1.4 More Effective Communication, Visibility and Advocacy
In 2016, FIDA continued to grow its image and brand beyond its core mandate of promoting access to justice for women through the
provision of legal aid. This contributed to creating a shift in the manner in which the institution was perceived within the women’s rights
movement, human rights movement, development partner circles and the public overall. FIDA actively participated and enriched discourses
on wider human rights and access to justice issues affecting women including campaigns against corruption and the call for electoral
reforms. These engagements have translated into the opening up of new fundraising opportunities and created interest in partnership with
FIDA from actors in different sectors such as Trade Unions and regional bodies such as EADDCO, EALA and EAC.
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6.1.5 Improved Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
Monitoring, evaluation and learning in any institution are central to improving service delivery, harnessing strength, institutionalizing best
practices, fostering innovation and growth. It requires the institution to address the questions of whether the approach is right, whether the
methodology is appropriate and effective, and whether any action is required to improve efficiency.
The Strategic Plan 2015-2020 envisions FIDA as a learning institution with mechanisms to facilitate learning developed and institutionalized
to permit regular reflection on results and guide planning and interventions in a structured and systematic manner. Accordingly, a new
structure was developed under which a Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (MEL) Officer was recruited in December 2015 to strengthen
systems in monitoring, evaluation and learning within the organization. The MEL officer will support the development of a strategy, which
sets out a framework for enhancing the generation of good quality monitoring and evaluation evidence, which will be integrated into
institutional decision making and delivered within a robust and proportionate governance framework.
In 2015 the web based Case Management System (CMS) supported by DGF was also introduced and the members of staff were oriented
on its use. The purpose of the CMS is to improve collection, storage and management of data for effective trends and issues analysis,
planning, advocacy and institutional decision taking. The staff are adapting to the new system and the process of operationalizing the
system across all regional offices continues. In 2016, the Intergrated Information Management System was introduced and consolidated
for easier information management.
Staff were additionally trained in continuous process monitoring and formative evaluations to enable them to effectively track progress on
projects against what had been planned and lessons were drawn for improvements. With an MEL Officer providing technical backstopping
in 2016, staff will be able to receive mentorship to strengthen their capacity in monitoring and documentation of interventions.
The monitoring tools including the client registration, counseling, feedback and referral forms, were also reviewed and improved for
efficiency in collecting quality data which aided staff in improving service delivery and documentation.
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6.1.6 Enhanced Organizational Governance And Board Capacity
A lot of work around enhancing organizational governance and board
capacity of the FIDA (U) Board was done in 2016, including –
* reconstitution of board committees from four to three areas strategically
aligned with the needs of a professional association performing nongovernmental programs and with clear ToR;
*

development of and adherence to a board calendar to streamline
board scheduling;

*

periodic learning and reflection sessions by the Board in retreat or
planned within board agenda;

*

facilitated capacity development by consultants on leadership; and

*

strengthening of rules to guide governance which steered the
organization to ensure the institutionalization of these in a new
constitution adopted by members.

In 2016 more focus was therefore on consolidation and building on the foundation set in 2014, for example by institutionalizing the annual
board self-evaluation as an essential learning processes, and preparation of a board report as an accountability tool to the membership at
each AGM. Some activities were done to arm board members with skills and information to strengthen their capacity to provide strategic
leadership and direction to the organization, under funding from AJWS. Some areas focused on were board leadership, board succession
and board/ management relations; significant discussion was held to continue to clarify roles and relationships of the two organs.
The board provided significant guidance in the development of the new strategic plan, thus providing leadership in positioning FIDA for
the next five years. The 2015-2020 Strategic Plan priority on internal governance emphasizes building capacity in strategic guidance
and oversight by the board members. In addition the board played its regular role of guidance and oversight to management, as well as
approved key policies like new pay scales and supported strategic processes such as restructuring.
Finally, it reviewed and gave guidance on a draft Board Governance manual and draft Advocacy Strategy developed by management;
both have since been approved.
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6.1.7 Increased and strengthened Membership Engagement and Development
FIDA Uganda has been a membership based organization since its establishment in 1974 and one of its key objectives has been to
strengthen its membership through engaging them in FIDA programming and organizing activities that build their professional capacity
as well as ensure their personal growth. FIDA membership currently stands at over 600 members as per December 2016. Throughout
the year, the focus has been on engaging and growing FIDA membership by continuously involving members in FIDA programs, events,
targeted recruitment drives and advocacy campaigns. In 2016, FIDA held 2 PACS; one onGender Responsive Governance and Women
in leadership; When Women lead, Insights and Experiences and the second PAC on Socio Economic Rights and Justice for Women,
Women’sLabour Rights. FIDA also organized training of FIDA Members on special litigation, to enable members gain skills in exposing
injustice that affect the whole community.
FORUM

DATE

TOPIC

PANELIST

PAC

28th May 2016

Gender Responsive Governance and Women
in leadership; When Women lead, Insights and
Experiences

Hon. Miria Matembe FIDA member
Hon. Betty Amongi, Chairperson UWOPA
H/W Lina Zedriga
Ms. Godiva Monica Akullo

1st September 2016

Socio Economic Rights and Justice for Women,
Women’s  Labour Rights

Mr. Martin Wandera, Director of Labour Ministry of Gender Labour and Social Development
Ms.  Janepher Nassali, Secretary General UHISPHAWU

27th September 2016

Special Litigation, Amicus curiea

Dr. Christopher Mbazira, public Interest Law Clinic

Member’s Forum

Through these engagements, FIDA’s members understanding on the role members play in creating political, legal and social environments,
that reflect an understanding of the realities of women’s lives and addresses women’s rights in leadership spaces. A key outcome from
these forums has been that FIDA has cultured a partnership with UHISPAWU a labour union for women working in the flower farms and
has continued to voice the violations faced by women workers.
Members have been involved in advocacy campaigns to create awareness on violence faced by Women such as walk a mile in her
shoes campaign which has acted as an incentive for the younger lawyers to join as FIDA members. Members were engaged in FIDA
programming with funding from its donors UN Women, USAID RENU, USAID SAFE, FOKUS and DGF. The activities were implemented in
North, North Eastern and Central region in partnership with the local leaders and CLV’s. These activities included community sensitizations,
provision of legal services, training of cultural leaders, trainings of informal justice system on dispute resolution, training of Women and
Girls Living with HIV (WGLHIV) on legal frameworks, training of referral actors and CLV’s.
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Members’ participation resulted in the enhanced leadership skills as implementation called for swift decision making, timeliness, skill and
guidance for the younger members. Regionally, FIDA members have participated in the East African Law Society Annual General Meeting
in Dar es Salam Tanzania together with Akiina Mama waAfrika which has resulted in the building of a partnership with other FIDA’s in East
Africa propelling discussion on the creation of a regional FIDA to enable access to justice for vulnerable groups especially women and
children.

6.2 Challenges
*

Institutional funding remains a key challenge for FIDA. Due to this, the institutional infrastructure such as cars has broken
down, making mobility difficult.

*

Evident reduction in the donor basket funding.

*

There appears to be a development of changing strategy in most donor funding direction.

6.3 Conclusion
FIDA remains dependent on institutional donor funds for most of its programmatic activities. Funding for institutional costs remain low,
which presents a challenge for an organization that provides legal aid services and rights education, as the basic infrastructure and human
resources required for quality services are costly. Diversifying funding is essential, and this is in progress. The role of members in ensuring
sustainability will need to be central.
However, FIDA has been able to utilize funds effectively, build the fundraising portfolio and achieve more balance in funding the thematic
areas. It is an achievement that in JLOS assessments of the legal aid sector, it continues to be named as the most known and respected legal
aid service provider especially among rural communities and identified as best performing LASP in 2015.
In this connection, our continuous improvement of financial management and controls despite the challenges of raising sufficient funds to
support institutional costs is a critical aspect of sustainability, as it is important for our credibility. We are proud to have unqualified external
audited accounts for another year running and remain committed to fiscal responsibility and integrity.
In 2015 we made a commitment to become a learning organization including through improved investment in human resources. This
was to build on the progress made in staff capacity building in 2014, particularly prioritizing training. The challenge associated with
improving staff capacity has been staff retention, as good staff became more marketable. Finding resources for important investments in
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systems remains a continuous challenge. We are proud of our successful management of this challenge and of the strategic investments
made in building our human resource management team as part of organizational development. The restructuring of the Secretariat and
establishment of key positions are achievements that positions us for more effective work in the next five years.
As FIDA is a membership organization, female lawyers remain its life blood. However, membership expansion has not grown as fast as
one would hope, and while ideas on how to do it abound, our capacity for operationalizing these remains low due to numerous competing
priorities including fundraising. Besides the internal capacity affecting recruitment, in a changing environment there are numerous contending
external competing demands on the time of female lawyers and multiple spaces in which they belong, not only FIDA. Turning FIDA into the
place of choice and highest attraction is a challenge for current members, board and management to address. However, in 2016 there was
regular communication and information sharing with members and the engagement of members in the strategic plan showed continued
interest by both young and older members. The realignment of the PACs and Members forum hold promise that if well harnessed, may lead
to more strategic engagement and hence expansion of membership.
FIDA continues to be a key actor in holding the state to account for protecting women’s human rights. It has remained consistent to its values
and mission, which continue to resonate and relate to the national context. Overall, in 2016 FIDA successfully dealt with multiple transitions
internally amid limitations related to resourcing. At the same time it continued to address significant challenges externally arising from a
difficult operating environment owing primarily to governance and development deficits.

In 2016, we were able to consolidate the gains of 2015 particularly on Access to Justice in which we saw growth of 24% in
women accessing justice. We saw an improvement in Economic Empowerment particularly for women in Luweero and Acholi subregions.	 
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6.4 Financial Management
6.4.1 FIDA Uganda Donors (2016)
Donor, Technical Area Support, Coverage and Project Period
Donor

Project

Coverage

Project Period

Action Aid Uganda

Violence Against Children

Kapchorwa, Kween, Amudat,
Bukwo

November 2013November 2016

USAID-RENU

Rights and Empowerment Northern Uganda

Pader, Kitgum, Lamwo

June 2014- June 2017

USAID- SAFE

Rights and Empowerment Northern Uganda

Gulu

October 2015September 2016.

MacArthur
Foundation

Accountability and redress for victims of sexual
violence in post conflict Uganda within a
transitional justice framework

Post conflict Uganda

March -December 2016

MacArthur
Foundation 2

Strategic litigation

National

TBC

UN WOMEN

Peace building and enhancing protection systems

Moroto

May 2016-December
2016.

FOKUS

Increase women’s ability to claim their economic
rights.

Luweero

May 2015-December
2018.

TDH 2

Prevent and respond to trafficking in children

Moroto, Napak, Kampala &
Wakiso

April 2016-December
2017

UNFPA/Action Aid
Uganda

Gender Based Violence prevention and response

Moroto, Gulu, Kampala

April 2016-December
2016

AJWS

Institutional Capacity Building of FIDA

Kampala

October 2015-August
2016

HIVOs

Kampala

EVAC

Amudat, Sironko and Kapchorwa

DGF

Kampala, Mbale, Arua, Kabale,
Lwengo, Kamuli and Kapchorwa
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2016 Actual Income Absorption

2016 Analytical Financial Performance
1)

Fundraising/ Income
Actual Income

Ugx000,000
2015

4,287

2016

4,670
9%

Growth

Actual income

4,670

Total Expenditure

4,561

Performance against Actual income

98%

4700

Income-ugx,000,000

4650

5,000

4600

4,500

Income-ugx,000,000

4550

4,000
2015

2)

4500

2016

2016 Budgeted income Vs Actual Income
Budgeted Income

Actual Income

4,814

4,670

Performance against budget

5,000
4,800
4,600
4,400

97%

3)

2016

Total Expenditure
Actual income

Admin costs Vs Project Activity costs

Program Costs
Operating /Admin costs
Total Expenditure

3,354,660,746
1,205,878,223
4,560,538,969

74%
26%

Program Costs
Operating /Admin
costs

Budgeted Income

Actual Income
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4) Income Trend: 2012 - 2016
Performance Actual Vs
Budget

Annual growthActual Income

Annual
GrowthBudgeted
income

Actual income

Budget income

2012

2,938,462,878

3,004,889,562

97.79%

2013

3,565,840,650

3,732,145,055

95.54%

21.35%

24.20%

2014

4,372,009,034

4,065,272,741

107.55%

22.61%

8.93%

2015

4,287,027,758

4,195,482,857

102.18%

-1.94%

3.20%

2016

4,670,262,988

4,813,604,268

97.02%

8.94%

14.73%

INCOME TREND
6,000,000,000
5,000,000,000
4,000,000,000
3,000,000,000

Actuals income

2,000,000,000

Budget income

1,000,000,000
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

During the year 2016, FIDA Uganda raised Shs 4,564,961,579 from development partners, like MacArthur Foundation
DGF, TDH, Action Aid, UN Women, UNFPA, AJWS and others. This
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was to support activities for the year 2016.
5) Activity implementation trend

Actual spend

Actual income

PerformanceActual expend
Vs Actual
income

Annual
growthActual
expend

Annual
growthincome

2012

2,677,019,938

2,938,482,879

91.10%

2013

3,241,949,487

3,565,840,650

90.92%

21.10%

21.35%

2014

3,827,160,618

4,372,009,034

87.54%

18.05%

22.61%

2015

4,521,408,396

4,287,027,758

105.47%

18.14%

-1.94%

2016

4,560,538,969

4,670,262,988

97.65%

0.87%

8.94%

2012 - 2016 EXPENDITURE Vs INCOME TREND
5,000,000,000
4,500,000,000
4,000,000,000
3,500,000,000
3,000,000,000
2,500,000,000
2,000,000,000
1,500,000,000
1,000,000,000
500,000,000
-

Actual spend
Actual income

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Total expenditure was Uganda shillings 4,560,538,969 against income of Uganda shillings 4,670,262,988
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6.5 FIDA Uganda Board Members
Dr Damalie Nagiita
Ms Sophie Kyagulanyi
Okellowange Elizabeth
Harriet Ityang         
Lydia Lukwago Namuli   
Beatrice Mulindwa Ngozi
Byakutaaga Carol

Chairperson
Vice Chairperson
Treasurer
Member
Member
Member
Member
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6.6 Staff within the year, 2016
Ahamed Kikomeko

Agnes Natukunda

Annet Babirye

Edrisa Muwanga

Anthony Wangoda

Caroline Idembe  Bunga

Beatrice Angufiru

Racheal Ampairwe Mishambi

Betty Acen

Pamela Kamlega

Boniface Ngoro Ayeny

Jillian Agwang

Charles Namakhola

Rose Twutung

Clover Athieno

Monica Nyawere

Daniel Okot Romeo

Nelson Agaba

Elizabeth Nabitiko Yiga

Pearl Shiela Akatukunda

Enock Ssemwanga

Rashida Chebet Siwa

Esther Nanfuma

Rauxen Aaron Amani

Eva Leni

Richard Tusuubira

Florence Epodoi

Robinah Namatovu

Harriet Nabankema

Roselyne Katusiime

Harriet Olanya

Rosemary Piloya

Irene Ekonga

Sam Iriama

Irene Ovonji-Odida

Sauda Mudondo

James Itaaga

Sharon Amono

Jane Frances Alupo

Stella Irene Naluwende

Jane Frances Apolot

Stephen Anguyo

Jane Rose Taaka

Susan Murungi

Jerry Semakula

Victoria Bwenene

Joanita Asiimwe

Victoria Mufumba

Johnson Nyeko

Lillian Ajok

Jonathan Were

Lillian Kobusingye

Josephine Kamesi

Lilly Napeyok

Julie Olule

Margaret Atim

Liliane Adriko

Mercy Munduru
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Recruitment within the year
Within the year, there was movement both in and out of the Institution. Recruitment was done for some positions and a number of staff left the
organization as shown below;

Recruitment

1  Irene Ekonga
2  Mercy Munduru
3  Robinah Namatovu
4  Rosemary Piloya
5  Roselyne Katusiime
6  Sauda Mudondo

Internal Promotions

1  Liliane Byarugaba Adriko
		

Grants Advisor
Senior Advocacy Officer
Legal Officer, Luwero
Legal Clerk
Executive Assistant/Board Liaison
Office Attendant

Leavers

1  Caroline Bunga Idembe  
2  Mishambi Ampaire Racheal
3  Muwanga Edrisa
4  Pamela Kamlega
5  Rose Tutwung

Director of Programs
Legal Officer- Advocacy
M&E
Manager Northern Region
Accounts Assistant

Director of Programs

FIDA Management Team 2016:

CEO: Irene Ovonji-Odida
Director Finance and Administration: Jane Rose Taaka
Director Programs: Lilian Brarugaba Adriko
Manager Programs: Margaret Atim
Grants Advisor: Irene Ekonga
Senior Legal Counsel: Annet Badda
Human Resource and Administrative Officer/Minute Secretary: Nabitiko Elizabeth Yiga

Volunteers

Birungi Eva
Listowel Atto
Caroline Mutesi
Olgar Nambuya
Anita Nantale
Barbra Apio
Sharon Ariye
Martha Agaba
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